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This document explains the technical aspects of the Oracle Auto Service Request
(ASR). ASR automates the Oracle Support process by using fault event telemetry from
your qualified Oracle Servers to initiate a Service Request.

The following topics are described:

■ Introduction to Oracle Auto Service Request (ASR)

■ Configuration

■ Oracle Server Telemetry

■ Telemetry Data

■ Auto Service Request Infrastructure at Oracle

■ Authentication Infrastructure

Introduction to Oracle Auto Service Request (ASR)
Auto Service Request automates the Support Services process by using fault event
telemetry from your qualified Oracle Servers to initiate a service request. The software
infrastructure detects faults at your site and forwards the telemetry data to systems at
Oracle for analysis and service request generation. Auto Service Request is included
with Oracle Premier Support for Systems and Hardware Warranty contracts.

All of the systems that compose the Auto Service Request infrastructure have been
built to provide confidentiality, integrity and availability of data. The Auto Service
Request security strategy has been designed with multiple layers of encryption,
authorization, access controls and data security, to ensure your organizational data is
protected.

There are several ASR implementations for various Oracle products. This white paper
refers specifically to the ASR client on Oracle Servers. For other ASR implementations,
please refer to the specific product documentation.

Configuration
ASR Service can be enabled during the initial Solaris 11 installation. When installing
Solaris 11, the following page asks for a valid email address and proxy configuration
to send data back to Oracle. Anonymous email address is supported. However,
without a valid email address and a service contract, automatic creation of service
requests is not enabled.
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Figure 1 ASR Configuation

The ASR solution is delivered to the internal product groups through a number of
interconnected platforms and systems. These are all built with a focus on security and
use defense-in-depth to provide multiple layers of protection.

Oracle Server Telemetry
Once the server is configured to send telemetry via ASR, it sends its configuration, and
any faults that occur in XML over HTTPS using the ASR service.  On critical faults, a
service request is created automatically. This enables Oracle to provide improved
support for the server. In order to send data back to Oracle, the server connects to the
sites and ports in Table 1.

Table 1 Protocols and Ports

Source Destination Protocol Port Description

ASR Service transport.oracle.com HTTPS 443 Endpoint for sending
telemetry messages to the
Oracle ASR Service
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Telemetry Data
The server collects three types of messages. These include audit messages describing
the configuration of the server, fault messages containing description of the faults and
a heartbeat message used to determine if the server is up.   For details and examples
on message types refer to My Oracle Support (MOS) document Sample ASR Messages
from Solaris11 (Doc ID 1525772.1):

https://support.oracle.com/rs?type=doc&id=1525772.1
All messages sent back to Oracle contain the following information in the header:

■ System-id: System serial number.

■ Host-id:  hostname of the system sending the message.

■ Message-time: time the message was generated.

■ Product-name: Model name of the server.

Audit Messages
Audit messages are XML messages containing a message header and configuration
data. Each message describes the hardware and software components of the server.
The hardware components of the telemetry describe model, serial number, and
manufacturer for each part. These parts include, CPU, memory, disks etc. The software
component contains a list of software packages installed on the server.  Once ASR is
enabled during install time, the following command can be run to see the data that
will be captured and sent to Oracle.  The "-n" option prints the data to stdout and does
not send it to Oracle.

/usr/local/bin/asradm send -n audit

Fault Messages
A message (XML) containing the fault description is sent back to Oracle when a
hardware fault occurs on the appliance. Each message contains the message header
along with the name of the fault, description and other attributes as listed below:

■ message-id: is the fault code reported by the fault manager (fmd).

■ event-uuid: is the unique identifier for the problem

■ event-time: is the time the fault occurred.

■ severity: is the severity of the error

■ description: is a brief description of the actual error.

■ component: has the name of the component where the error occurred.

■ summary: a short summary of the event.

■ fmdump details: diagnostic details on the component that caused failure from the
fault manager (fmd).

To see the fault message contents without sending the data to Oracle, run:

/usr/local/bin/asradm send -n

https://support.us.oracle.com/oip/faces/secure/km/DocumentDisplay.jspx?id=1510567.1
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Heartbeat Messages
A heartbeat message containing a message header is sent on a daily basis to indicate
the server is still alive. The heart message only has a timestamp besides the
information in the message header.

Auto Service Request Infrastructure at Oracle
At the heart of the Auto Service Request solution lies the core backend infrastructure
hosted within oracle.com. The core ASR infrastructure utilizes user account credentials
for validation of users, and digitally signed and encrypted traffic for validation of
systems. All of the systems within the Auto Service Request infrastructure require
real-time access to the core infrastructure to process alarm and telemetry messages
received from end-devices, and to perform authentication lookups.

The core backend infrastructure is a mixture of systems, user interfaces, databases, and
web services that are managed and maintained by Oracle. All data stored by ASR is
segregated by organization in a multi-tenancy security model, and this security is
enforced through multiple layers of API-based access and authorization controls. Data
stored within the core infrastructure includes telemetry event data, registration data,
ASR asset activation data (including host names and serial numbers, and service
requests data).

There is no direct, outside access to the data stores of the Auto Service Request system.
All access requests are validated in real-time against the ASR authentication system
and pass through multiple layers of security and validation, before being granted
access to data elements (for more information, see the next section, Authentication
Infrastructure).

Authentication Infrastructure
All requests to the Auto Service Request infrastructure, whether system-generated or
human-generated, must pass through multiple layers of business logic and
authentication checks in order to gain access to telemetry data.

After passing through perimeter network security measures, requests are first
analyzed for proper adherence to system API calls. Requests that use an improper
syntax, improperly formatted requests, or requests with a payload that violates
prescribed boundaries are immediately discarded at the outermost layer.

If the incoming request is an approved format, the authentication credentials provided
with the request are immediately verified against the Oracle Single Sign On (SSO)
database for validation. If the credentials presented are authenticated successfully, the
request is then compared against the authorization models currently within the system
to make sure that the user or system (although authenticated in their identity) has the
appropriate level of authorization to perform the request that has been submitted.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.
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Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For
information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or
visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing
impaired.
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